
Paper 6.4

WORKFORCE & ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Minutes of Meeting held on 22nd September 2015

Room 3, Chertsey House, St Peter’s Hospital

Present

Heather Caudle (HC) Chief Nurse
Sue Ells (SE) Non-Executive Director
Simon Marshall (SM) Director of Finance & Information
Louise McKenzie (LMcK) Director of Workforce Transformation
Robert Peet (RP) Chief Operating Officer
Suzanne Rankin (SR) Chief Executive
Peter Taylor (PT) Non-Executive Director

In Attendance

Colleen Sherlock (CS) Head of Workforce Planning & Resourcing (secretary)

Phil Spivey (PS) Deputy Director of HR

Apologies

Philip Beesley Non-Executive Director (chair)
David Fluck (DF) Medical Director

PART I

ACTION

1. Apologies

Apologies noted

2. Minutes of meeting held on 22 September

The minutes of the meeting were agreed.

3. Matters Arising (Action Log)

10/3/15 3 Survey of Ward manager management time – responses received to date
indicate that 51% have said they are able to take management time, for
an average 2 days per week. HC/CS will feedback on findings.

10/3/15 7iv SR reported that a junior doctor is now attending Sounding Board and
has made valuable contributions and connected with other work. SR
attended junior doctor induction and is encouraging them to contact her;
a few have followed up with ‘In Their Shoes’ requests / or for other
support.

10/3/15 6 It was reported that Stephen Hepworth now usefully includes the Staff
Experience and Culture Programme in the Trust’s standard business
information for providing / tendering services.

HC/CS

4. Workforce:

4.1 Workforce Assurance

CS introduced the report which was produced following a request from the Finance
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Committee to have a report reflecting workforce plans and issues with the financial impact
of strategic plans and actions, such as recruitment and retention. The same report was
received by the Finance Committee. The report is in development, and included only
Qualified Nursing in the first version. The aim is to ensure that the Finance Committee and
Workforce & OD Committee receive clearly related data, of interest to both committees.

LMcK highlighted that the requirement for qualified nurses outstrips supply which places a
greater importance of planning ahead for winter.

PT noted that the report seems to serve both Finance and WOD committee purposes and
whilst it is work in progress, it is a good step change. It will need a narrative and
explanation around the details and medical staff will need to be added next.

A useful discussion followed on a number of issues:

 The impact of “specialling” on bed occupancy and staffing levels

 The impact of staffing levels on quality and whether there is a need to close beds to
ensure safety with a subsequent impact on income

 SE noted that turnover should be included in the report; LMcK advised that it is built
into the data behind the forecasts, and this would be noted in the report.

4.2 Qualified Nursing Agency Cap

CS gave an update on the Nurse Agency cap which has been set by Monitor and the
Trust’s request for a rebanding to a more realistic/ achievable target.

LMcK noted a potential cultural impact as the imposition of the cap by Monitor is moving
away from our intention to have devolved accountability.

SM noted that many other Trusts are in the same position as ASPH, however Monitor may
wish to focus on why our spend has increased so much in last 9 months. Our reason is
because of investment in nursing posts to ensure safer staffing levels.

5.
Building Resilience In Healthcare Programme

LMcK presented the report Building Resilience in Healthcare Programme, which is being
piloted by Ashford and St. Peter’s Hospitals and the Royal Surrey County Hospital with a
view to sharing learning across NHS organisations in Kent, Surrey and Sussex.

The key points were:

 A perceived lack of feedback around performance, unmanageable workloads and
dealing with challenging patients

 Different leadership styles – resilience was helped by strong working relationships,
factors at RSCH were more impacted by working conditions/ working hours.

 Staff felt more positive than the norm about job security, while facing the merger.

SE noted it was a really good paper, and thanked LMcK for including on the agenda.

LMcK advised that her next step will be to discuss the findings with RSCH.

DF asked if the sample of staff included junior doctors, as he would expect their response
to be a need for more support to be more resilient.

This will be reviewed as part of ongoing monitoring of the impact of the staff engagement
and culture programme

LMcK

6. WOD Annual Report

LMcK presented the report which was in draft form to give the group the opportunity to
discuss and agree the content for the final version.

LMcK confirmed that the committee has met its objectives in accordance with the Terms of
Reference.

It was agreed that the committee we should review the ToR to ensure the right objectives,
to deliver the workforce we need. The committee agreed to own the Board’s objective of



Skilled, Motivated Workforce, and oversee and be assured on the plan to deliver it. The
Operational team would write and deliver the plan so that SE would be able to provide
assurance to the board as to whether the plan is off/on track operationally.

HC added that the committee should own part of the CQC regulations, and the operational
and corporate teams scrutinise this.

The report will be submitted to the Board in October SE

7. Horizon Scanning

SE informed the group she had been invited to a meeting with Monitor around talent. The
brief was a broad look at how we identify talent in the NHS, foster and nurture it, and how
to recruit to hard to fill jobs.

The group discussed culture, and the way staff are treated within the Trust. The question
was asked whether and how roles could be made more attractive to people in the private
sector. SR acknowledged that in some areas there is a culture of fear, where staff are
being asked to deliver unachievable objectives.

DF stated that continuity would be helped for the merger by having the new board
appointed early.

8. Any Other Business & Contingency Time

8.1 GMC survey of junior doctors – concerns have been raised on MAU that patients don’t
have an assigned consultant. Peter Wilkinson is addressing this, and there is a plan
moving forward. The GMC are concerned that this has been flagged a few times and
action does not seem to have been taken, so has asked for further survey, which is still
showing 45% are raising safety issues. SR noted the risk that the juniors could be taken
away, and felt that this does provide a lever to have a conversation with the consultants,
and could link with the work around A&E.

9. Date of Next Meeting

Agenda says 17th November. Correct date is 24th November.

Agenda for next meeting

GMC survey/ engagement of junior doctors.



Part II Confidential ER Report

1.
ER Report plus Professional Referrals

PS presented the report, noting the decrease in sickness cases and the length of time
cases open, reflecting a concerted effort on part of HRBP team to deal quickly and close
down cases.

He noted an increase in MHPS cases.

There is one live ET case, scheduled for end October. The solicitors have advised a high
prospect of success.

DF acknowledged a good sign that MHPS is increasing, as it shows more openness
about issues. We are better streamlined to deal with them, 2 day course running this
week for MHPS courses, running approx. every 18months.

A recent case was resolved with mediation, and had a positive outcome. Both parties felt
that the mediation had helped the resolution. LMcK is trying to increase the use of
mediation as a way of working, and looking to work with RSCH to develop mediation.

HC noted we are lacking NMC/AHP cases which had been an action to include.

HC gave verbal updated - 2 allegations at NMC – both complaints being investigated,
and HC referring bank nurse to NMC for fitness to practice complaint. PS/HC

2.
Any Other Business

There was no other business


